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1. Herodotus’ story about the judgment
of emperor Cambyses II over which
corrupt royal judge in the Persian empire
inspired many painters, including Gerard
David, Vigor Boucquet, Hans Sebald
Beham, Antoon Claeissens and Peter Paul
Rubens?



2. Finding out that water from canned
beans can form foams much like protein
isolates and flax mucilage do, in 2014 Joël
Roessel found the culinary use for what?
Viscous water in which legume seeds have
been cooked mimics functional properties
of egg whites in cooking, so it can be used
as a direct replacement to them in vegan
dishes.



3. Although she later collaborated with
Randy Weston, Dizzy Gillespie, John
Coltrane, Count Basie and Billie Holiday
as an arranger, which jazz trombonist
became the first woman to play in a big
band in 1940s?



4. With foundations rooted in the
cognitive dissonance theory, which
theory within practice of psychology,
often used in media and communication
research, refers to individuals’ tendency
to favour information which reinforces
their pre-existing views, while avoiding
information that clashes with their
views?



5. As a sign of protest against Trump’s
signing of Executive Order 13769,
labelled the “Muslim ban” by critics,
which film director refused to attend
2017 Academy Awards? He was
represented by engineer Anousheh
Ansari and former NASA director Firouz
Naderi who received the award for the
film Forušande.



6. Previously one of the five IAAF Super
Grand Prix events, and now part of the
Diamond League, on which annual track
and field meet at Stade Louis II in
Fontvieille, Monaco did Faith Kipyegon
broke the mile world record in July 2023?
Starting in 2008, that’s the sixth world
record set at the meet, with Yelena
Isinbayeva, Genzebe Dibaba, Beatrice
Chepkoech, Sifan Hassan, and Joshua
Cheptegei breaking world records in their
disciplines.



7. Paul Gaugin’s 
painting shows a 
watermill in which 
Breton town? 
Same town names 
a school of painting 
which emerged in 
1850s and lasted 
till the beginning of 
the 20th century.



8. Employed there since 2020, what 
woman is the chief architect of Yeezy?



9. The only segment found in both
Disney’s Fantasia and Fantasia 2000,
which segment is named after the
symphonic poem by Paul Dukas which can
be heard in both films?



10. With the name derived from the poster
of the article, and a mythical creature
capable of destroying enemies with its
stare, which thought experiment states that
an otherwise benevolent artificial
superintelligence in the future would be
incentivized to create a virtual reality
simulation to torture anyone who knew of
its potential existence but did not
contribute to its advancement?



11. As possible locations archaeologists
identified present-day Tilaurakot in
Nepalor Piprahwa in India. Which ancient
city in the north of the Indian
subcontinent was the capital of
gaṇasaṅgha of the Shakyas and was ruled
by Śuddhodana, the father of Siddhartha
Gautama in 6th and 5th centuries BCE?



12. What three-letter name refers to a
suite of high-fidelity audiovisual
reproduction standards for movie
theaters, screening rooms, home
theaters, and other audio systems which
was developed by Tomlinson Holman for
LucasFilm? It was developed in 1983 to
ensure that the soundtrack for the Return
of the Jedi would be accurately
reproduced during screenings.



13. Controversial play Ngaahika Ndeenda, that
covers post-colonial themes of class struggle,
poverty, gender, culture, religion, and
traditionalism, is probably the most important
work written in which language? Although he
started his career writing in English, one of the
authors of the play, Kenyan Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o
wrote most of his works in the language in
question.



14. Vladislav Ardzinba, Fazil Iskander, 
Dmitry Gulia, Samson Chanba, Bagrat 
Shinkuba and Aleksandr Sharvashidze 
have all appeared on the reverse of 
which currency?



15. Although the term itself can have other
meanings depending on the ethnic group,
what term refers to the belief in the spirits
of ancestors, nature spirits and deities in the
indigenous Philippine folk religions of the
pre-colonial period? The word can also
sometimes refer to taotao, carved humanoid
figures that represent the said spirits.
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1. If you were thinking of Canada,
you're on the wrong side of the world.
A new species of spider, Brignolia
ondaatjei was discovered on which
island in 2016?



2. In July 2016, arbitral tribunal
constituted under the United Nations
Convention on the law of the Sea ruled
against the so-called “nine-dash line”,
the demarcation line within which sea?



3. A small red dwarf star in the
constellation of Ophiuchus, fourth-nearest-
known individual star to the Sun after the
three components of the Alpha Centauri
system, is named after which American
astronomer who in 1916 measured its
proper motion as 10.3 arcseconds per year
relative to the Sun, the highest known for
any star?



4. Unlike a defence, which tries to demonstrate
that the coexistence of God and evil is logically
plausible, which argument in the philosophy of
religion attempts to resolve the problem of evil
that arises when omnipotence,
omnibenevolence, and omniscience are all
simultaneously ascribed to God? The term was
coined by Gottfried Leibniz in the work of the
same name, while John Hick identified three
major traditions – Plotinian, Augustinian and
Irenaean.



5. After Leon Trotsky and Natalia Sedova
were housed in it in 1937, which today’s
museum had its windows facing the
street closed with adobe bricks to ensure
the safety of the couple?



6. Work Vom Kriege, i. e. On War by which
Prussian general is considered one of the
most notable treatises on military strategy
ever written? General in question stressed the
psychological and political aspects of waging a
war, as well as the dialectical interaction of
diverse factors, noting how unexpected
developments unfolding under the fog of war
require rapid decisions from those
accountable.



7. Often mistaken for Congolese rumba,
which dance actually evolved from it by
increasing the tempo, introducing guitar
improvisations and longer dance
sequences? The dance and accompanying
music were particularly popularized in
France in the 1980s, and some of the
better-known subtypes include kwassa
kwassa and ndombolo.



8. Introduced into the UFC
Hall of Fame in 2003 along
with his fierce rival Royce
Gracie, which American
MMA fighter and wrestler
was the winner of the UFC 3
tournament, first UFC
Superfight Championship
winner, and first foreign
fighter to become MMA
champion in Japan after he
won the Pancrase title?



9. Attributed to Hesiod during antiquity,
which epic relies on an extended
description of the object found in the
Iliad (18, 156-159) and takes Homer’s
words on it almost verbatim? The title
item of the epic in question is however
owned by another hero.



10. A hybrid of deep house, jazz, and
lounge music characterized by synths and
wide percussive basslines, which
subgenre of house music emerged in
South Africa in the mid-2010s? One of
the pioneers of the subgenre is DJ Kabza
De Small.



11. Loanword from Russian where it refers to
a natural ice hole, what is the geographical
term for an area of unfrozen seawater within
otherwise contiguous pack ice? More
common are the coastal types which are
created by strong winds pushing the ice away
from the coast.



12. __________-Telo, __________-Dimy
and __________-Tsivy are three standard
versions of which strategy board game
indigenous to Madagascar? Game can
also be found as game within a game in
Assassin’s Creed: Black Flag.



13. Named after a Czech
anatomist, what is the name
of the effect, i. e. the
tendency for the peak
luminance sensitivity of the
eye to shift toward the blue
end of the color spectrum at
low illumination level as part
of adaptation to the dark? As
a result, reds will appear
darker relative to other colors
as light levels decrease.



14. After Franco’s censorship forced him to
change the ending of his social realist drama
film Death of a Cyclist in 1955, which Spanish
director called Spanish cinema politically futile,
socially false, intellectually worthless,
aesthetically valueless, and industrially
paralytic? Such excess landed him in prison,
but he was released following an international
outcry after winning the Cannes critic’s prize.



15. What name was given to the three Inca
child mummies discovered by the team of
archaeologists led by Johan Reinhard near the
summit of a stratovolcano on the Argentina-
Chile border? Considered to be the best-
preserved mummies in the world, the children
were sacrificed in a religious ritual around the
year 1500.


